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Tin Cans
Two hundred or so years from
now, Whitney suggests, the tin
cans will be an object of scholarship. See page 4.
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Uniforms?
Students here used to wear 'em.
John Davey takes a look at part
of Clemson's heritage. See page 2.
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Vietnam Symposium

Should The U.S. Be In Vietnam?
By RANDY PEELE
Staff Writer
Should the United States be
involved in Vietnam?
This question was contested
pro and con by a panel of Clemson American Association of
University Professors here,
Wednesday night.
The panel was composed of
Professors
Hewitt
Adams,
James Barnhill, William Capel,
E. M. Lander, Myrton Packer,
and Father James Fisher,
Clemson's Chaplain for Cath-

olic students.
Each member of the panel
was given eight minutes to present his views on the war. The
political, military, and moral
values of the conflict were the
main fields of debate.
Professor Lander presented
the pros for the political values
of the war:
"We have no other viable alternative at this time. This is

not just a civil war, but a
struggle between communists
and anti-communists.
"There are over 50,000
troops from five other nations
fighting in Vietnam. The United
States has pledged help, and if
we withdraw, we will affect the
world in which we live.
"Defending other parts of the
Free World is necessary, or
these nations will lose confi-

Girls In Dorm

Student High Court Acquits
Two Of Dorm Visitation
Two Clemson students,
charged with having girls in
their dormitory room, were
acquitted by High Court last
week.
The prosecuting attorney,
Dave Merry, moved for a dismissal, because there is no regulation forbidding having girls
who are not Clemson coeds, in
male dormitory rooms.
Merry said that the students
could have been tried for "conduct unbecoming" as specified
in the Student Regulations, but
that he felt that such an action
would be stretching the case
out of proportion.
He also feltthatthisdismissal

would demonstrate "to the
Clemson student that High
Court is not
out to burn
every offender, as is commonly
believed, but to obtain justice."

Tim Rogers, the defense attorney in the case, said that
"this action should awaken the
Senate and compel them to revise our archaic Student Regulations. "

Merry went on to say that
the action would probably
prompt the Senate into passing
a bill to cover such a situation and enhance the image of
the student judiciary in the eyes
of those who believe that it is
a dysfunctional institution.
Merry commented further
that "the fool-hardiness of these
defendants is in no way to be
condoned."

News Briefs
Clemson Players
The Clemson Players are initiating the season
with a special mid-winter production of two modern "blow your mind'' plays: "The Boon" by
Anton Chekhov and "The Sandbox" by Edward
Albee.
Curtain time will be 7 p.m. on Jan. 31 and Feb.
1-3. The program will run about an hour so
as not to interfere with any plans for dances.
Dates will be admitted at the special price of $.50
and adults for $1. These productions will be presented in the Food Industries Auditorium.

Midwinters
The Buckinghams and the Mitch Ryder Review will provide the entertainment for this
year's CDA Midwinters dance and Sunday concert. Also playing will be the Prophets and the
Classics IV.
On Friday, February 2, the Mitch Ryder Review will play in the Dining Hall from 9:00 until 1:00. The Review will be complete with
lights, dancing girls, and other acts including
the Good Earth Trio. Mitch Ryder and his Detroit Wheels' "Sock It To Me Baby" was a million seller.
The Classics IV ("Spooky"), and the Prophets'
("Talk Don't Bother Me") will play on Saturday
night from 8:00 until 12:00 in the Dining Hall.
Dress for both dances will be informal and the
price is $5.00 per couple.
Sunday afternoon from 3:00 until 5:00, the
Buckinghams will give a blanket concert at the
Field House for $1.50 per person. The Buckinghams started their career with "Kind Of A
Drag," a million seller, and have since done
"Don't You Care," "Hey Baby, They're Playing
Our Song," and their latest, "Susan." The block
ticket will not apply for the Buckinghams con-,
cert.

Senior Rimgs
The Student Senate, in its upcoming meeting,
will decide the future of the senior ring bill, according to Marion Aldridge, chairman of the General Affairs Committee. Aldridge's committee
is putting the bill before the Senate. It has already been approved by Dean Cox.
The new bill will enable juniors to order their
senior rings the second semester of their senior
year.
Under the present system, rings cannot be
ordered until first semester of the senior year.
This practice started in 1940 when a law similar
to the new bill was abolished because of the
losses that L. C. Martin's drug store faced. Under the new system, juniors will make a deposit
when they order their rings.
A tentative schedule has been set up by Mr.
Vickery, Director of Admissions, and L. C. Martin's for placing orders. Students graduating in
December, 1968, may order rings, by March 10.
May, 1969 graduates can order their rings by
June 1, 1968. These rings will arrive the first of
October.

Rogers
A meeting was called Monday
afternoon by the Administration to discuss the implications of the case.
Representing the Administration were: University Counsel
and Assistant to the President
A W. Rigsby;
Deans Cox,
Coakley, and Deloney; Director of Men's Residence Manning Lomax; and Assistant
Dean of Men Joseph Guggino.
Chief
Defense Attorney
Beach said Monday, before the
meeting, that the administration would probably try to coerce the judiciary into calling
a retrial or punishing the students themselves.
Vice-President for Student Affairs Walter T. Cox stressed in
Monday's meeting that the
court had dealt "too much in
details, that they had been too
legalistic, and that the attorneys
had gotten the boys off on fine
points."
Cox also said that the "average Clemson student would
have to assume something
wrong even if there is nothing
in the regulations."
Defense
Attorney Rogers
countered that "nothing is to
be assumed and we must deal
with specifics and not assumptions. The court is not so much
to try a person, but to help
him."

dence in the word of the United
States. This would be a serious
defeat."
Professor Capel represented
the con in the political aspect.
"The great tragedy of the war
is that man is mistaken in his
belief that he cannot be mistaken," he asserted. "How can
a white, Christian, industrial,
politically stable, European
policy succeed in a yellow,
backward, politically unstable,
Southeast Asian country."

"The strategy of the communists is that of mobile warfare, and they have used it
successfully in the past.
"We, as the Allies, must pursue a limited war of ground operations to protect the people.

"The amount of aid has become so large, the number of
soldiers has so grown, the bases
have been so constructed, and
the honor and power have been
established so as to make it
our war.

"They have not won a major
battle, and with their present
losses continuing, we can win
the war by increasing pressure. "
Professor Barnhill gave the
military disadvantages of the
war. *
"Does Vietnam have any military value to the United
States?"
"According to Deputy Secretary of State R. C. Steadman,
the United States does not require the land mass of Vietnam
for stopping communist aggression in countries with which
we have treaties.

"The expected brushfire wars
have not materialized, but the
Viet Cong are presenting a
problem more like a 'Tar
Baby's'. The more we swat at
them, the more we get stuck.
"According to a new proposal—the Bermuda Paper, devised by the Carnegie Foundation — we should reverse the
present futility tactics, stop all
bombing of North Vietnam,
and return to our true American
objective to promote peace in
the world."
Professor Adams continued
the pro argument by arguing
for the military necessity of the
war.
He said, "We should never
forget that in Vietnam we are
witnessing a communist revolution.

"The United States must use
air power to punish the Viet
Cong, to limit infiltration, and
to prove to the communists that
they must pay the price of the
war.

"According to General David
Shoup, former Commandant
of the Marine Corps, the Vietnamese don't want the United
States style crammed down
their throats.
"Yes, we can win the war. It
is being won. The land mass
held by the communists has
been reduced from 51 to 40
per cent since November, 1966.

"The questions are: How long
will it take, and how much will
it cost?"
Professor Packer defended the
moral values of the war.
The war is based on the pragmatic value system, or that
gained from past experience.
"Since the aim of morality is
to add to human happiness,
and since we have no system of
order except for accords,
treaties, etc., we are living up
to an honorable commitment
by our involvement in the war."
Father Fisher then contested
this purported morality.
"How can the war be moral
when it defies the Declaration of
Independence, the Constitution
of the United States, the U. N.
Charter, the Charter of Military
Tribunal, and the Charter of
the O.A.S.?
The U. S. has violated respect for laws, recognition of
a people to seek their own accords, and repudiation of aggression.
"The U. S. intervention in
Vietnam is similar to the Russian intervention in Hungary.
There was an uprising against
the extant regime, and intervention of a strong power, the
establishment of a puppet regime, and finally, an engage-'
ment of the strong power to
subdue the other parts of the
war-torn country.
"The U. S. is directly violating its own established codes
and laws by the war in Vietnam."

Senate Approves Bill
Establishing Pass-Fail
By JAN MABRY
Staff Writer
their grade-point
A resolution for the estab- lowering
ratio."
lishment of a pass-fail system
These students would be perhere was passed unanimously
by the Student Senate, Monday. mitted to select one course per
semester under the pass-fail sysThe action was proposed by tem, which must be approved
Junior Senator John Segars, by their faculty advisors.
who has been corresponding
Although there are no restricwith other schools who have tions on the course selection
pass-fail grading systems al- under this proposed system, the
ready in operation.
course chosen must not be a
Action proposed in the reso- general educational requirelution will not be final until ment or a requirement of the
approved by the appropriate field in which the student is
majoring. The credits earned
administration officials.
under this system would not be
The resolution must be signed used in computing the gradeby W. T. Cox, Vice-President point ratio, but they would
for Student Affairs. From his count for graduation.
office, the resolution will be
In an earlier interview with
sent to Dean Victor Hurst, who
Dean Hurst, Vice-President of
will refer it to the Faculty Sen- Academic Affairs, some of the
ate.
problems involved under a
pass-fail system were discussed.
The resolution as it was pasAmong other things, Dean
sed Monday calls for the estabHurst said that there is always
lishment of a pass-fail grading
the problem of the transfer of
system for juniors and seniors
credits when a student under
who wish to take "courses which
this system changes majors or
they feel are a desirable part
schools.
of their undergraduate educaSince there has been a tention or otherwise of interest
dency of professionals to cut
or value without being handidown the requirements for varcapped by the possibility of
ious major courses of study,

students could perhaps lose credits by changing. Dean Hurst
also commented that major innovations usually occur at liberal arts colleges where a
greater freedom of movement
exists.
Although Yale has a passfail system in operation, a certain degree of classification has
crept back into the grading
procedures as noted by Dean
Hurst.
In spite of the possibility of
problems, the pass-fail systems
at Winthrop and Emory are
working well according to Senator John Segars.
At Winthrop, juniors and seniors with not less than a twopoint grade ratio are eligible
to take a course under the system with the same restrictions
that have been proposed here.
Emory has a "satisfactoryunsatisfactory" system under
which the professors themselves
decide at what point the students pass or fail. The students are allowed to take three
courses under this system.

Epidemic
Strikes
Campus
By JOHN SEGARS
Staff Writer
A minor epidemic of respiratory virus was reported by Dr.
Judson Hair, Director of the
Student Health Service. Beginning Wed., Jan. 17, the number
of in-patients rose to a peak
Monday night of 38. He said
that the worse may be over as
the number of patients admitted Tuesday night was only
two as compared to 8-15 on previous nights.
Dr. Hair emphasized that it
was not an epidemic of influenza. A staff member of the
National Communicable Disease Center made two trips from
Columbia
to
identify the
disease. It was found not to be
influenza. The illness has a
longer case history than flu.
The average hospitalization
period is three days.
The long hospitalization period caused a marked rise in admittances. As a precautionary
measure, beds were prepared
in the 8th dormitory.
Dr. Hair commended Alpha
Phi Omega for its tremendous
efforts in lay and aide work.
The flu shots last semester
were not a factor, according to
Dr. Hair. Twenty percent of the
student body took the shots and
about twenty percent of the patients had had the flu shots.

Vietnam Bound?

Student Senate Passes
Civil Service Reform
By JOHN NORTON
Assistant news Editor
The Student Senate has passed a bill providing for the
establishment of an Executive
Research Committee and the
Civil Service Board.
The bill will require a Constitutional amendment and will
be placed on the ballot at the
next Student Body Referendum.
Marion Aldridge, chairman
of the Senate General Affairs
Committee and author of the
bill explained that the present
system is ineffective and that
the new Committee will be more
efficient, serving as a clearing
house for complaints and ideas
from the Student Body.
The bill states that "the Executive Research Committee
shall be appointed by the President of the Student Body with
the approval of the Senate. There shall be 15 members including the Director.
Terms of office shall be concurrent with the term of the President of the Student Body."
The bill delegates to the
Committee four specific re-

sponsibilities. They will "investigate all matters not pertinent to legislative action which
are brought before the Student Senate."
They will also "periodically
check the suggestion boxes"
and "be in charge of the planning of the annual Student Government Banquet."
Finally, they will have the
responsibility of aiding the President of the Student Body in
his capacity as Chief Executive."
Bill DePass, present chair-~
man of the Ways and Means
Committee, feels that "a more
effective organization is needed
to aid the Student Body President." He stated that he felt
that the proposed committee,
if effectively organized, would
be able to do the job.
The committee, it is hoped,
will provide places for those
students who are interested in
Student Government but are not
presidency a part of it.

Students Beaten
At Truck Stop
By RANDAL ASHLEY
Staff Writer
Five Clemson students were
savagely attacked by ten unidentified men Friday night at
a local truck stop.

Two of the five students involved were treated and released at the university infirmary, while another student was
kept for observation over the
weekend.
The other two students had no
apparent serious injuries. All
requested that their identities be
withheld.
The incident was the second
fight in recent weeks at the
Ranch House on U. S. 123 involving Clemson students.
The students, four Kappa
Sigma Nu brothers and one
GDI, said the fight began when
one of the students made a
"joking remark about a man's
beer mug."
"He threw the beer in my face
and pulled out a knife. Then he
was joined by nine of his
friends," one student reported.
"The men started swinging and
the proprietor told us to get outside if we were going to fight."
The students went outside and
tried to get into the car. But
the men knocked down one student and started kicking him.
The downed student got up and
tried to get back into the truck
stop but the proprietor locked
the door.
Three students came to the aid
of the boys while a fourth
crossed the road to call the police.
"I called the Seneca police.
They said it was not their jurisdiction and gave us another
number to call. I called four
police departments and none
of them came," the student said.

Night Reflections Of Library

The ten men fled when they
heard that the students had
called the police.
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Clemson Uniforms-From Qray To Qreen
By JOHN DAVEY
Staff Writer
For over 60 years, Clemson ment of 446 students. The ClemAgricultural College of South son Chronicle Commencement
Carolina was a military school. Issue for June, 1899, contains
one of the first formal pictures
The Clemson cadets followed- of the cadets in their uniforms.
a daily schedule of drill and
studies, similar to the schedules
The Chronicle for 1900
at West Point and at the Citadel. contains an advertisement for
The uniforms that the cadets Clemson College. The ad inwore were an important part cludes courses offered and a list
of their lives, and they form an of expenses—$139.80 per year.
interesting and unusual part of
Clemson's heritage.
Regimental siari of cadets at Clemson Agricultural College. This photograph was in the Clemsonian of 1901. This
Was the first drees uniform worn by the Clemson cadets.

Clemson College formally
opened in 1893 with an enroll-

One Uniform

"These deposits pay for
board, tuition, laundry fee, incidental fee, medical fee, and
one uniform. Books and other
necessary articles not mentioned will be furnished at cost."
The article was signed by
Henry S. Hartzog, president
of the college.
This Chronicle also has a picture of some of the cadets in
their uniforms. Made of heavy
gray wool, the uniforms were
like those worn by the cadets
at West Point.
The tunic on the first uniform
featured a high military collar,
ornamented with brass buttons
and embroidery. There were
three rows of eight brass
buttons on the front of the tunic,
with embroidered frogs under
each button. The sleeves and
the tails of the tunic also had
buttons and embroidery.
Chevrons were worn on the
sleeves to denote rank, and
tassels and epaulettes were
worn for distinct honors.

The first basic work uniform of the Clemson cadets.
in the May, 1902 issue of the Chronicle.

This photograph appeared

The trousers were also of
gray wool, with a black stripe
down each seam.

Change
The Chronicle for May, 1902,

showed a different uniform for khaki uniform,
the cadets. This was a plain
gray tunic with a black border.
The tunic had no collar, and
the high white collar of the
The new uniform was similar
cadet's shirt served instead. The
cadets still wore the gray trou- to the one worn by the regsers with the black stripe on ular army during World War
I. The cadets wore wide
the seam.
brimmed campaign hats, high
The cap worn at that time collared tunics, riding breeches,
was modeled after the flat, and leggings.
visored caps worn by the ConAt this time, during the United
federate Army. The insignia
worn on the hat was a wreath States' participation in the
of olive branches, much like World War, the Students' Army
Training Corps was estabtoday's Army ROTC insignia. lished at Clemson. This corps
The initials CAC, for Clemson provided advanced training for
Agricultural College, were those anticipating a career in
mounted inside the olive the Army or Navy. A naval
branches.
company was organized at
Clemson, and for a time, some
cadets wore navy uniforms.

And Again

Again

By 1903, a new dress uniform had appeared on the
Clemson campus. It was a dark
blue tunic, with a high collar
and a black trim on the borders.
The insignia CAC was worn
on the collar of the tunic. The
cadets still wore the gray trousers, but white duck trousers
were worn onformal occasions.
Buring drill with arms, the cadets also wore a wide black
belt with a large brass buckle.
A new cap also appeared, replacing the old "Confederate"
style nat. This cap was like
today's "garrison" drill hat,
with only a little higher brim.
The same CAC brass remained.
The gray uniform had remained the everyday outfit of
the cadet corps, but this
changed in 1918. The Clemson
cadets still wore the dress blues,
but the Army supplied a new

Some characteristics of these
uniforms still stand out to make
them distinct from any other

show that this is a state institution. The motto "This We'll
Defend" is also mounted on the
pin.

ROTC uniform. The Army cadets wear a purple and orange
However, the gray cadet unit
shoulder patch, which shows form has not been retired. The
the Clemson tiger and the words ■ Scabbard and Blade, Clemson's military honor society,
Clemson University.
still wears the gray jacket and
The shoulder brass worn by white trousers of the old cadet
the Army ROTC also adds a dress uniform. Their uniforms
distinctive touch to the uniform. are an important link with an
The enameled pins depict Till- interesting and colorful past.
man Hall with the clock
Throughout its history, the
reading 15:55 hours, the Clemson cadet uniform has
starting time for Thursday been a symbol of the pride and
afternoon drill. The Clemson the love which the students felt
tiger and the Confederate flag for their school. Many of
also appear on the bell tower. the memories and traditions
Under the blue sky, on the
connected with this uniform
green of the drill field, the pal- have been handed down from
metto tree and the initials S. C. class to class and remain today.

Along with most Clemson cadets throughout history, these
naval cadets ran into trouble
with the quartermaster. Their
difficulties were reported in the
1919 Taps:
"Rumors were being circulated that the S. A. T. C. would
be disbanded at an early date,
and the students were anxious
to get uniforms before being
discharged. It was during
the first week in December that
the uniforms were issued, and
such fits and misfits in wearing
apparel had never been seen
before. By swapping and altering, finally the sailors made
their uniforms conform to their
physiques."
During the 1920's, the cadets
wore uniforms similar to the
uniforms worn by the Army
The dress uniform included
white duck trousers, white shirt,
and black tie.

This was the cadet uniform worn from the 1930's to the
1950'*. It is similar to the.one worn by the Scabbard and
Blade today. This was the Cadet Staff in the 1930 Taps.

Once More
In the early 1930's the cadets
returned to the gray dress uniform. It was similar in style
to today's Class A winter ROTC
uniform. The cadets wore large,
West Point style chevrons and
piping on the sleeves of their
jackets. The gray trousers with,
the black stripe along the seam
were now back in the cadet
uniform.
This gray uniform was the
one that the Clemson cadets
wore until 1955, when the college changed to a civilianbasis
of operation.

Finally

These were the Students' Army training corps uniforms
worn by the Clemson cadets in 1919. At this time, a naval
company was formed by Clemson. This picture comes from
the 1919 Taps.

• Shirts
• Slacks
• Shoes

SHOULD A GRADUATE IN
ENGINEERING OR THE
SCIENCES EXPECT...

at

/ AN OUTSTANDING PROFESSIONAL
CLIMATE?
/ GUARANTEED JOB STABILITY?
J RAPID CAREER ADVANCEMENT?
/ EXCELLENT GRADUATE STUDY PROGRAMS?
/ A TOTAL "FRINGE" PACKAGE?
y AN UNLIMITED RANGE OF ASSIGNMENTS?
./ THE BEST IN FACILITIES AND EQUIPMENT?
y AN OPPORTUNITY TO CONTRIBUTE?

JUDGE KELLER'S
The dark blue dress tunic worn by the Clemson cadets
at the turn of the century. This was the Cadet Regimental
Staff pictured in the 1906 Clemson College Annual.

Preparing lor a
Graduate school or
Professional School
Exam?

I

Today, the Clemson University ROTC cadets wear either
the green Army uniform or the
blue Air Force uniform. These

Downtown Clemson

LYNCH DRUG COMPANY

SO DO WE!
CONSIDER THE UNUSUAL CAREER-START
OPPORTUNITY TO JOIN THE OUTSTANDING
PROFESSIONAL CIVILIAN STAFF OF THE

ARMY MATERIEL COMMAND
The Army Materiel Command is an unusual technical
organization of great size and scope, with some
150,000 civilians employed in laboratories and installations throughout the United States.

Test yourself with an ARC0
Exam Preparation Book
OVER 250,000 CANDIDATES
HAVE SUCCEEDED WITH ARC0

YOU ARE INVITED TO APPLY!

If you don't agree that
business destroys individuality,
maybe it's because you're an
individual.
There's certain campus talk that claims
individuality is dead in the business world.
That big business is a big brother destroying initiative.
But freedom of thought and action, when
backed with reason and conviction's courage, will keep and nurture individuality
whatever the scene: in the arts, the sciences,
and in business.
Scoffers to the contrary, the red corpuscles of individuality pay off. No mistake.
Encouraging individuality rather than
suppressing it is policy in a business like
Western Electric—where we make and pro-

vide things Bell telephone companies need.
Because communications are changing fast,
these needs are great and diverse.
Being involved with a system that helps
keep people in touch, lets doctors send cardiograms across country for quick analysis,
helps transmit news instantly, is demanding. Demanding of individuals.
If your ambition is strong and your abilities commensurate, you'll never be truly
happy with the status quo. You'll seek
ways to change it and—wonderful feeling!—
some of them will work.
Could be at Western Electric.

"Sh Western Electric

Your Walgreen Agency
How to Pass High on the

Graduate Record Examination
Aptitude Test
417 pages

$4.00

Downtown

Clemson

i
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All books have complete sample tests
with answers

Candy Stripe Delicatessen

HERE ARE A FEW DISCIPLINES OF THE MANY
IN WHICH THERE ARE OPENINGS
NOW FOR YOU!
Chemistry & Chemical
Electronic & Electrical

B.R.E. ADVANCED TESTS ($3.95 each)
□ Biology

p History
p literature
p Mathematics
□ Chemistry
□ Economics
p Music
□ Education
p Philosophy
p Engineering (1.95) □ Physical Ed.
p Prench
p Physics
p Geography
p Psychology
p Geology
p Sociology
p Government
p Spanish
p Graduate Record Exam (4.00)
p Medical College Admission (4.00)
p Law School Admission Test (4.00)
p Dental Aptitude Tests (4.00)
p Miller Analogies (4.00)
p Graduate Business Admission (4.00)
p National Teacher's Exam (4.00)
p Officer Candidate Tests (4.00)
p Prof. Engineer Exam-Chemical (5.00)
p Prof. Engineer Exam-Mechanical (5.00)

□ Business

MANUFACTURING 8 SUPPLY UNIT Of THE BELL SYSTEM

AT YOUR COLLEGE BOOKSTORE
ARCO PUBLISHING CO.,

Engineering
Mechanical Engineering
Industrial Engineering
Metrology & Calibration

Engineering
Aerospace Engineering
Biology & Related Fields,
Mathematics/Statistics
Physics

AMC will be interviewing on campus on
Distributors for S. S. Pierce of Boston
KOSHER MEATS

IMPORTED SALAMI

IMPORTED CHEESE
BEVERAGES OF ALL KINDS
506 N. Murray Ave.

Phone 226-2144

or send remittance to

219 Par* Ave. South, New York 10003

AMC has many entrance-level positions, ideal as a
career-start for you, with outstanding developmental
opportunities — as you will see when you join this
highly qualified staff. Projects are vital, interesting,
so absorbing many scientists choose to pursue a lifetime career here. As you advance, salaries and benefits accrue to make your AMC career rewarding,
highly lucrative as well as important! AMC is concerned with research, development, design and production, testing and evaluation of all equipment
developed and used by the modern Army.

Anderson, S. C.

January 29,1968
or write to: U.S. Army Materiel Command
Technical Placement Office
1627PeachtreeRd., N.E.
Room 113
Atlanta, Georgia 30309
An Equal Opportunity Employer
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Tigers Return To The Cow Palace
To Host Tough Virginia Tech
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By GARY CLARY
Assistant Sports Editor

By SAM COPELAND
Sports Editor
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Last Saturday night more than 52,000 people
gathered in the Houston Astrodome to see the
"Basketball of the Century." The game was just
as great as its billing, as there was never a dull
moment from beginning to end.
But from what everyone has said about the
contest, just what did it prove. It did prove that
Houston was better than UCLA for that particular night. How about if they should meet again
with the circumstances changed.
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When the ratings came out on Tuesday, Houston was ranked number one and rightly so because they knocked off the top team on Saturday
night. UCLA, as a result, dropped to number
two and UNC remained in the third position.
Yet even after the experts had rated Houston
as number one, some people still insisted that
UCLA had the better team. They backed up
their thinking by saying that Lew Alcindor was
not in top form. ■>,
This is true. Alcindor was not in top form,
but the reason for his sub-par performance was
not entirely due to the fact that he had been in
the hospital on the four days prior to the game.
The main reason for his poor showing was due
to the presence of Elvin Hayes.

i;
On several different occasions Hayes blocked
;i Alcindor's shots, and many were the times when
:| Hayes blocked Alcindor out of the picture and
•: let Ken Spain control the boards. If Hayes was
:j not blocking out Big Lew, he wafe fighting for
:j the rebound, and he got his share of them. By
j: the way, "BIG E" held Alcindor to only three
i; field goals and a total of fifteen points. Enough
;i said for his defensive performance.
j
On offense Hayes was a one-man gang. He
|; popped in 29 points in the first half, and finished
:• with 39 points as he hit on 17 of 25 shots from
•i" the floor. It was his two clutch free throws with
:• 28 seconds left in the game that iced the win
j: for the Cougars. Yes, and it was Hayes again
:j with 12 seconds left, as he dribbled the ball away
■: from three opponents and preserved the victory.
:•
ii
ij
Quite a performance for anyone. It may have
:j been even.better if he had not drawn his fourth
j personal foul with a little more than ten min:| utes remaining.
|:
This week two coaches took up for Alcindor.
:| They said he was still the greatest big man in
college basketball. Well, from the performances
turned in Saturday night by both individuals, if
154
Alcindor is great, and he is, then Elvin Hayes is
a super star.

:
i
:
\
;

The Clemson Tigers return
home to face their second opponent from the state of Virginia in a week as they entertain the Virginia Tech Gobblers Saturday at 8 p. m. in
the Cow Palace.
The Tigers are coming home
from a two game road trip.
The Bengals lost an 81-73 decision to the Virginia CavaHers last Saturday in a regionally-televised ACC basketball
game.
Wednesday | night the Tigers
traveled to B^ton Rouge, Louisiana to take on the Louisiana
State University Tigers. LSU
is coached by former Clemson mentor Press Maravich.
LSU also claims the number
one scorer in the nation
is Pete Maravich, who doubles
as the coach's son.
The Tigers held Pistol Pete
to a season's low of 33 points,
but the Tigers were too cold
in the shooting department in
the second half and lost to
LSU 104-81.
Maravich led all scorers and
fouled out with ten minutes left
in the game. Trip Jones was
the leading Tiger scorer with
23 points, Butch Zatezalo had
19 points, and Richie Mahaf-

Offensive Coach Wade
To Become Head Coach
For Tennessee Tech
By SAMMY KENNETTE
Staff Writer
"Don is a real fine coach
and I'm mighty glad to see
him get the kind of opportunity that he deserves." This
is Athletic Director Frank Howard's reaction
to Don
Wade's appointment as head
football coach at Tennessee
Tech.
"We hate to lose a man of
his caliber at Clemson, and
I'm glad Don got his chance,"
Howard continued.
Wade served as offensive
coach for fifteen years altogether, he came as assistant
freshman coach and moved to
varsity coaching after six
years.
"I'm sure he will do a fine
job at Tennessee Tech, and I
wish him the very best of luck,"
said Howard. Tech is located

TIMBER LANES
3 Gam«« $1.15

high scoring

fey had 16. Jones and Mahaffey fouled out for the Tigers.
Virginia Tech will bring a
team to Tigertown that has
seven lettermen from last year's
squad that compiled a 20-7,
mark. The leading monogram
winner on the Gobbler squad is
Glenn Combs, who owned a
21.3 scoring average last season.
Ted Ware and Ken "Talley
were also instrumental in the
successful season for the team
that calls Blacksburg, Virginia
I their home. Ware averaged
12.6 and Talley scored at an
average of 10.8 points per
game last season.
Virginia Tech, one of the nation's leading independent
schools, has an exciting series
going with the Tigers.
VPI holds an overall edge
in the five game series that
dates back to 1925. The Goblers have won three and lost
two, but since 1966 the Tigers
have won two and lost one.
The teams met twice in 1966
with the Gobblers winning the
first contest 72-62 and losing
the next game to the Bengals
by the tune of 90-87.
Last year the Tigers won a
70-68 verdict in a regionally-

4 P.M. - 5 P.M.
Men. • Frl.
and
Sat. 10 A.M. • 5 P.M.
55c After 5 P.M.
SENECA, S. C.

in Cookeville, Tennessee. It has
an enrollment of 5,250 and
membership in the Ohio Valley Conference.
"We are delighted to have
a man of Coach Wade's caliber to handle the football program at Tennessee Tech,"commented a Tech official on the
hiring of Coach Wade.
"I'll always feel very close to
him because he was one of
my boys," Howard said, in
closing. "He was an excellent
player for me, and you just
don't forget a guy whocoached
as long for me and the fine
job that he did."
A native of Tyronzo, Arkansas, Don graduated from Lenoir City, Tennessee High
School. He served two years in
the Army in the Pacific theater.
He played ball in high school,
in the service, and on Clemson's '51 and '52 Gator Bowl
teams.
He received his B. S. in education from Clemson in 1952.
After a year of coaching
at Waynesboro, Georgia, High
School, Don returned to Clemson.
He is married to the former
Barbara Henderson of Clemson. The Wade's have three children, Donna, Beth, and Clint.

televised game that wasn't "de- Coach Bobby Roberts will be
cided until the final seconds. trying to even his record at
Butch Zatezalo is second the '2-2 against the Gobblers.
ACC in scoring with a 24.1
In the preliminary game, the
Clemson Cubs will be trying to
average per game although he
scored only 20 points against avenge a 72.66 loss suffered
Virginia's tough box-one de- earlier this week at the hands
of the North Greenville Junior
fense and 19 against LSU.
Ritchie Mahaffey boosted his College Mounties. The Cubscoring average to 17.0 points Mountie contest will begin the
;evening's action at 6:00 p. m.

Coach Dies
Covington (Goat) McMillan,
61, a former member of the
Clemson University coaching
staff died Tuesday in the
Veterans Hospital in Durham,
N. C.
McMillan was a noted football player during his college
days at Clemson. He later
joined the coaching staff where
he served for 28 years before
retiring in 1964.

per ball game with a 25 point
outburst against the Cavaliers
and 16 points against LSU.
It was Mahaffey's second
straight 25 point performance.
Mahaffey leads the team in rebounds with an 11.6 average
per game.
Trip Jones is continuing to
be the most improved Tiger
of the lot. Jones is averaging10.9 points a game, until his
23 points against LSU, and
8.7 rebounds a contest.
The Tigers will be looking
for their third win of the year
in the battle with Virginia Tech.

UNC's Rusty Clark Attempts
To Block Jones9 Jump Shot

Swimmers Defeat Emory, 63-41
By VAN KING
Staff Writer
On Thursday, Jan. 18, the
Clemson placed first and seClemson varsity swimming cond in the 200 yard free style
team >wam by a strong Em- with Mike Mammon and Ken
ory University squad by a Smith swimming for the Tigers.
score of 63-41. Tiger swim- Jeff Baker and Sam Dyer finming coach Carl McHugh was ished first and second in the
very pleased with his squad's 60 yard dash. Bill Roberts,
effort in the afternoon meet. Clemson's number one diver,
"We certainly swam much bet- won the diving competition.
ter in this meet than we did
Tom Pope and Bill Gaillard
on the road. We were back to swam home first and second
our pool and our boys were in the 100 yard dash, while
well rested. I'm more en- Andy Moore set a new varsity
couraged but we've still got record as he won the 200 yard
some meets ahead of us with backstroke. Moose Skelton and
some strong competition," Doug Braum took first and sesaid McHugh.
cond in the yard for free style.
The Tiger swimmers took seClemson also took second
ven out of twelve first places and third in the 160 yard inand proved to be very strong dividual medley, second and
in depth.
third in the 200 yard butter-

fly, second in the 400 yard relay, second and third in 1000
yard swim, and third in the
breasts troke.
Coach McHugh, who as a
Clemson swimmer from 1934
to 1936 held the state record
in the backstroke, remarked
after looking over the resulte
that "we are getting better average times in the first and second places than we were last
year."
McHugh also commented
that he was very happy over
the number of boys out for the
team this year. "In the past
year we've had teams with only
8-10 boys but this year we have
30 good boys who have worked
hard. We are continuing to

work hard and feel more encouraged as the season progresses. We've had great attendance here in Clemson although our facilities are limited as to the number of spectators that we can accomodate.
Our next meet is with Georgia,
one of the strongest teams in
the S E C, Jan. 31. We'll do
our best."
The following Saturday after
the Georgia meet the Tigers
will play host to Western Georgia. The meet scheduled with
Tennessee has been canceled.
With almost half of the season gone, the Clemson swimmers own a 2-5 mark but are
improving with every meet.

Some say we specialize in power...
power for propulsion... pnwer for
auxiliary systems... power for aircraft,
missiles and space vehicles... power for
marine and industrial applications...
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We select our engineers and scientists carefully. Motivate
them well. Give them the equipment and facilities only a
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A Case Of Justice
—For A Change
The Clemson student high court
should receive a red badge for courage.
The fact that the nine students
on the court in a recent case veered
from their "traditional" judicial
process of serving as a penalty
board for students previously labeled "guilty" of student regulation's violations is significant in efforts to establish due judicial
process.
Specifically, two students, tried
in court last week on charges of
having women in the dormitories
after open house hours, had violated no specific rule or regulation.
That the court ruled acquittal is
evidence of the court's desire to
encourage justice in the student
court system.
The two students had violated,
according to Student Affair's administrators, one of the student
"catch-all" regulations: acting unbecoming, which is as vague as most
of the other regulations.
The court decision of acquittal is
one of the most significant decisions
handed down by the judicial system, for, the decision points out the
injustice of the catch-all rules.
The ruling must be a mandate
for the Student Senate to review
all student regulations. (Legislative leaders must realize that the
court has determined a regulation
not specific enough to warrant conviction.) Intelligent senate work,
creating a just and honorable set
of regulations for the student body,must be the main concern of senate
activity this semester.
The Student Senate must understand the concept of justice held by
the Student Affair's administrators:
The courts are to be rehabilitory
courts in which students already
deemed guilty of violations of student regulations are taught that

crime does not pay.
The legislative branch must seek
those laws which serve to maintain
order on campus, not for the protection of morals. All student judicial or legislative members must
realize that justice to the student
is more important than protecting
any spurious "pure white" image of
Clemson University.

By CHUCK WHITNEY, Associate Editor
The year is 2200 and the
place is the University of
Samoa. We are sitting in
on a freshman course in Lesser-Known Civilizations of the
World (Before The War), and
our instructor is Mr. Mebelee:
"HI THERE"kiddies. As you
will recall, last time we had
southeastern part of the North
just begun our study of the
North American civilizations
as seen archeologically
through a study of mass
dwelling places. We studied the
adobe structures of the Hopi
tribes and the cliff dwellings of
the Pueblo. Today we move
to the metal halls of the
Agrarians.
"The remnants of the Agrarian tribes are few, mainly as
a result of the war. The best
extant ruins are those in the
southeastern part of the North

American continent, approximately 275 miles from the nearest ocean, from which we must
infer that the natives bathed, at
best, irregularly.
"The dwelling places are of
extreme interest, although written records are few. They were
made of a rudimentary form of
concrete, which apparently
tended to crack and settle unevenly. The roofs of the largest of these dwellings seem to
have been incorporated as cisterns holding several hundred
gallons of water.
The walls of the longer halls
were made of a crude reddishbrown metal, which, despite its
crudity, conducts sounds very
well. From this we may well
infer either that the natives had
a profound sense of music and
rhythm or were totally tonedeaf. At any rate, they ap-

Furthermore, the student defense
attorneys and prosecuting attorneys
are to be rehabilitators themselves
—that is, they are to see that students sent to court are penalized.
The current administrative comment is, "Why do the defense attorneys think they are to try to acquit
students in court?" One can understand the administrators' reasoning: a student is charged and already deemed guilty before appearance in court.
Thus, the courts are to serve only
as punishment councils for lawbreakers. And the Student Affair's
administrators call this reasoning
"justice to the student!" Such theory is insulting to the concept of
American justice.
The student judicial officers must
recognize the administrative attitude; these officers must realize that
such procedures are injustices and
deserve contempt.
The officers and attorneys must
not allow themselves to be pressured into any violation of due judicial process. The courts must
maintain a policy of "innocent until proven guilty," and the defense
attorneys must strive to see that
innocent students are proven innocent. They must defend the right
of the student not to be subjected
to vague regulations.
Only then can we expect a fair
and realistic government of the students and by the students.

By DALE WITTSCHEN, Class of'71
goals, prestige, influence and, Many American boys have died
most important, the men in Vietnam. B we pull out, what
fighting in Vietnam would would they have died for? The
suffer because of the loss of suf- U. S. is sometimes accused of
ficient force and convictions to committing war crimes in Vietuphold our ideas and ideals. nam. Would our withdrawal
If our goverment cannot mean that we admit we are
uphold its commitments, how guilty to the charges of war
can its people hope to expect to crimes?
uphold their own?
We have spent billions to
Every one knows the usual aid the Vietnamese. If we pull
reasons for the continuation
out, the North- Vietnamese
or extinction of the war. Hope- would surely overpower the
fully, this will present a new country. What would we have
side to former questions.
spent the money on? Many of
The United States has com- our friends—Australia and
mitted itself in Vietnam. If we New Zealand to name a couple,
pull out now, we would be have also given men and supsaying that our goverment was plies to aid South Vietnam.
wrong in aiding the cause of What could we say to them?
liberty in a struggling nation.
Many new nations in South

Columnist Commends WANS
By BOB KAULAKIS, Columnist
Anderson, a town which often resembles long-gone frontier towns on week-ends when
the rural "suburbanites" drive
in to stock up on provisions,
is a prime spot for Clemson
students to see the signs of a
backward culture. It might be
a pick-up truck with red-clayed
tires and six people sitting in
the cab, a county library the
size of Daniel High's, a college
which refuses to comply with

America and Africa are observing the U. S. and Russia
to decide if they are to be procommunist or pro-capitalist.
What would our withdrawal—our admitted defeat
and error—mean to them? The
world is looking at the U. S.
to see how we support our
pledges and committments
when the going is hard and
dangerous.
We are involved in the war
in Vietnam as much as it is
possible for any country to
be involved in anything. The
friendship and trust of our allies, our national pride, the respect of the world, depends on
our staying in Vietnam and
winning the war.

Letters Praise APOAnd Student Body 9
But Faculty Senate Continues Closed
APO Praised
Dear Sirs:
We wish to express our sincere gratitude and deep appreciation to President Bob Trainor, members of Alpha Phi
Omega and the entire Clemson University student body for
your generous Christmas gift
to our son Frankie.
Thank you again for remembering our family in such a
nice way.
The Thomas A. Morehead
family

. . . Twice
Dear Sirs:
I want to express my thanks
to all the Alpha Phi Omega
boys who worked on eighthour shifts this past week in
the infirmary.
Without their patience and
kindness, I doubt if all the

patients, including me, who had
the flu could have been taken
care of so quickly.
Dana Stuart
Class of '68

Senate
Dear Sirs:
I would like to correct an
error in the front-page story of
the Jan. 19, 1968 issue of The
Tiger headlined "Faculty Senate Remains Closed To All Students. " I refer to the statement,
" The members of the Administration are free to attend Faculty Senate meetings
"
The only people who are free
to attend meetings of the Faculty Senate without a special invitation are members of the academic faculty, and only a very
few members of the administration are members of that
body. Students have the same
rights as Beans Cox, Coakley
and Delony to attend meetings

"Their monetary systems
seem to have varied greatly
during the few years that the
dwellings were inhabited. One
system employed red, white and
blue plastic disks and plain or
plasticized rectangular pieces
of paper with numbers and
symbols—obviously religious—on one side of them.
A later system seemed to
employ aluminum rings with
flattened metal tabs riveted to
them.

"Religion was put on both
a personal and communal
basis. Both in and around the
residence complexes there are
blackened ceremonial urns.
Sacrifices were undoubtedly
burned in these metal containers—some cylindrical and
some larger boxlike ones with

We Must Win In Vietnam

WE MUST NOT^we can
not—back out or reduce our aid
to South Vietnam. Our national

Also, the passageways in the
larger structures were very
wide, indicating that on unpleasant days and evenings the children played games in them.
Eating facilities were also communal,
and equally unsanitary.
"In the center of the largest
structure remaining, there is a
very interesting flat plaza of
this early concrete. Apparently
it was totally unadorned, indicating the austerity of the tribesmen. It was obviously used as
a meeting place for tribe's warriors or as a parking place

for their carts.
"The smaller structures,
which are taller and slightly
more refined, seem somehow incomplete. The metal walls were
no longer employed, but
windows in these buildings
would not open. The natives
were apparently very hardy
and not harmed by the extremes
of hot and cold their rustic
systems of heating and ventilation offered them.

Explorers have found great
hoards of these hidden in refuse
heaps, which I often use to
support my theory that,
contrary to what that moron
Dr. Gurbu will tell you, the
tribes did have time to hoard
valuables before the advent of
the Great War.
"From what we have already
seen, it is easy to show that
the Agrarians cared very little
for their housing—this is further
evidenced by the fact that we
have a record that shows a
plan to remodel the large metal
dwelling at a cost of a million
dollars.
UNFORTUNATELY,
we
don't know what a million dollars is. It must have been a
considerable amount—roughly
equivalent to the admissions
fees to all the pagan rituals
the tribe seems to have sponsored.
"THE MOST LOGICAL deduction we can make as to why
the tribes cared little for the
poor housing standards is their
unquenchable passion for religion and religious ceremony.
The ceremonies were paganistic
and, in a sense, highly creative.

Open Column

One of the United States'
pledges to the world was made
by President Kennedy in 1961
with the words: "Let every nation know, whether it wished
us well or ill, that we shall
pay any price, bear any
burden, meet any hardship,
support any friend, oppose any
foe to assure the survival and
the success of liberty."
Under the confidence of those
words, countries of the world
could ask for American aid to
protect its peoples' rights and
liberties, Years ago President Ngo Dinh Diem of Viet
Nam asked for American aid
in suppressing the North Vietnamese, as the Viet Cong's attacks on the newly-formed
country represented a serious
threat to his country's security
and freedom.
Anyone who has access to
any form of.news media could
not deny the war in Vietnam
is extremely long and costly
in both the economic repercussions and manpower. However, not as many persons can
realize that the war is also
justifiable and necessary.
DIEM'S REQUEST was received and granted. The first
aid was given to Vietnam by
President Eisenhower in 1959
in the form of U. S. arms,
military equipment and 300 advisors. No significant objectives or protest were voiced
'by anyone.
Since then, North Vietnam,
aided by the Communist
countries of Russia and Red
China, and South Vietnam,
aided by the anti-communist
and freedom-loving countries
of the United States, Nationalist
China, Thailand and others,
have been building up the scope
and importance of the war.

parently valued privacy very
little.
"This is also evident by the
fact that what simple sanitary
facilities they had were communal, and, it must be pointed out,
relatively unsanitary.

of the Faculty Senate; namely,
none at all unless they are invited.
I was a charter member of
the Faculty Senate, have served
two terms as a member,
and was President of the Senate in 1965-66. Those who organized the Faculty Senate were
strongly desirous of having a
truly representative faculty organization which could anal; ze
problems from the faculty point
of view with a maximum
amount of freedom of discussion. This is why only merW
bers of the academic faculty
were granted freedom to attend
meetings of the senate. So far
as I know, no members of the
academic administration have
attended'a meeting of the Faculty Senate except by special
invitation even though they
have the right to do so.
J. M. Stepp
Alumni Professor

the 1964 Civil Rights Act or
a group of "locals" laughing
at a passer-by with a beard.
WHATEVER form it takes,
it strengthens the image of a
typicla milltowii, even though,
with a population of 42,000,
the Electric City is South Carolina's fifth largest.
Quite incompatible with this
milltown image is WANS
(1280), Anderson's leading radio station. It is incompatible
in that WANS is not a barometer Anderson's cultural
progress, but has reached far
above it, to a level its host
town will probably not reach
in the forseeable future.
As Miss Carolyn Turner, the
station manager, put it: "The
response has been spontaneous. Teenagers control the
money in the country; WANS
has set its pace for the young
adult."
The climb uphill has been
a gradual one for WANS. On
the air in 1949, it was not
acquired by its present owners
(Radio Anderson Inc.) until
1957. In 1964 the station
switched from the Mutual to
the American Contemporary
Network of the ABC. After a
fire in 1965, WANS remodeled
completely. New offices and
equipment, including turntables, control board, and tape
machines were installed. The
Top 40 show was begun in
the same year.
Through this gradual shift
toward a young approach,
WANS took the lead in the Anderson area. Just recently,
WANS took even larger steps
which brought it to the attention
of many Clemson students.
Last September the 24-hour
program was
introduced,
broadcasting at 5,000 watts
during the day and 1,000 at
night. In December an FM
branch (1073) was established,
broadcasting at 27,000 watts.
Most important of all, it was
decided, as Miss Turner puts
it, "to gear up the pace." The
pace was geared up, and WANS
now advertises 14 records an
hour.
Aside from the number per
hour, the quality in past years
has improved markedly. As
neighboring stations round out
their programs, with country
music hours, hillbilly shows
and Negro spirituals, WANS
seems to cater roughly to the
Clemson student's taste.
Only on Sunday does it
digress from its admirable
policy. "You know, this is the
Bible belt," says Miss Turner,
"religious programs during the
day and soul and slow rock
in the evenings are what the.

people want to hear, as well
as what the advertisers want to
pay for."
At any rate, for six days a
week, until sudown, (at which
time the station's wattage creeps
low enough to elude most car
radios in Clemson) students
can supplement WSBF shows
with WANS.
WSBF still leads the field, but
its "voice" on closed-circuit AM
often fails to reach some of the
dormitories. In Barnett and
Mauldin Halls, reception is all
but impossible. For the vast
majority of students who don't
►have FM sets in their cars,
tuning in and turning on to
WSBF has proved to be diffi-

cult.
"We feel we have the listeners,"
said Miss Turner, with some
satisfaction, when I asked her
if the new approach has paid
off. Recently an LP record of
24 top hits was advertised, recorded by the original artists.
In less than two weeks, there
were 175 requests from 28
towns in South Carolina, North
Carolina and Georgia. The
progress at WANS at 1280
has been significant. It has
grown with and surpassed
slow-moving Anderson, which
may now look to it for leadership. Most important, it has
become a radio station worthy
of the Clemson community.

lids.
"In addition, there can be
found in many of the rooms
smaller ash containers of
varying design and material.
These were used to burn some
smaller sticks of primitive
ill-smelling incense, which was
made of white and brown
paper, some cellulose fibers and
some sort of indigenous dried
grass or weed. Earlier scholars
thought that the natives inhaled
this incense, but later study has
proved that this would have
caused respiratory ailments
among even the hardiest of the
Agrarians.
"But I seem to be wandering
from the subject. The formal
structure for religious worship
was complex and quite ornate.
At the same site we have been
discussing, there are four large
structures for worship—two
open-air temples and two full
buildings.
"The open-air temples—one
smaller white one constructed
of a quite primitive concrete
with rough wooden benches
and a larger one, also of a
concrete, though a more refined type and having similar
wooden benches—seem to have
been used for different purposes.
The smaller one was used
for spring ceremonies, and
these seem to have been very
festive, with the tribesmen
throwing great streamers of
brown paper at the priests.
"THE LARGER temple was
used for large tribal convocations in the autumn—the place
must hold 50,000 of the tribesmen, indicating the size of
tribes. At these, 30 or 40 of
the high priests would dress
gaily and gather in the temple to discuss affairs with chieftans of competing tribes.
We must assume, since
acoustics in these open-air temples are very bad, that the
priests had barrel chests and
well-developed vocal chords.
Tribal affairs naturally grew to
a fever pitch, and we have
heard legends of the bloodshed
that often occurred at these
meetings.
"In the smaller, closed buildings, one of which was finished just before the war and
is an incredibly ugly structure,
winter games and meetings
were held. The one record we
have on the use of these structures, written, we think, from
one high priest to another of
the Agrarian tribe, shows that
the buildings were used,
although rarely, for musical
events, also apparently of a
religious nature.
But the same record seems to
indicate that the games and
meetings ruled out the use of
the building for one such
event, since the floor of the
building had to maintained at
a highly polished gloss to keep
the meeting at a properly religious mood.
"It is a shame we have no
further records from the North
American civilization, but I
think you will agree that our
scholars are justified in saying
that there is enough material
at this one site to tell about
North American civilization of
200 years ago. Class dismissed."

Kill A Commie Or A Greaser:
Tell Me, Ain't Hate Great?
By ROBERT WHITNEY
Kill a commie for Christ.
Hate is great.
Necessity, once the mother of
invention, has given its
esteemed motherhood away.
Bigotry has become the mother
of presentday invention. Who
else but modern bigots could be
ingenious enough to think
up all of the cute little ditties
now so popular in the modern vernacular?
Where would we be if we
didn't have sayings like
"Yankee go home," or "Kill
a commie for Christ?" How
could we get along without the
ever-popular ethnic or group
nicknames?
Can you imagine condemning all foreigners without goodies like hunkie, spic
or dago? Where would George
Wallace be if he didn't
have rednecks, lintheads and
grits in general helping to condemn pseudo-intellectuals?
Our folklore and heritage
is so rich with the language
of hate and bigots. As Jim
Brown said in a Playboy
interview "Negro is just a white
man's creation, a stigma, a
kind of proper form for
'nigger'." Clemson itself would
seem different if the yankees
weren't complaining about
grits (human type).
The grits are never at a loss
for words to condemn their
friends from the Nawth either.
Jewbaby, kike, greaser, wop
and dago are always popular from the local yokels.
Day trippers, would feel loft
out if the papers of taday didn't
mention the potheads, junkies
and acid heads. Condemnation
travels on.
THE WAR wouldn't be half

as exciting if people weren't
griping about cong, maoisfs,
ruskies, traitors and chickens.
Can you imagine mad husbands and wives without bitch
and bastard at their easy disposal?
Athletics would be dull if there
weren't dummies and jocks
around to complain about. Killers would be lost if the pwt
(pore white trash) couldn't
gripe about R C.'s, kikes,
ferigners, and all of the other
deviates from the wonderful
WASP tradition of hate and bigotry.
Our allies would hardly recognize our appreciationifthey
heard us call them wop, kraut,
limey, jap, guinea or even mick.
Gringo, yanqui, gook, wetback—ah, the beat goes on.
It might be hard for the average person to kill a normal
person, but point to a commie

or a cong and its all over.
Convenience must have led to
these hateful little ditties, but it
might be laziness. How could
anybody ever stay mad long
enough to hate oakies, mulatos, gooks or polaks if he had
to explain what they were and
then why he didn't like them in
the first place?
Some day not too far in the
future the nation's songs will
sound like "Hate is a many
splendored thing" "Vice is nice,
but..." "To know you is to hate
you" "Open letter from a bigoted father".
Love is on the way out. People
don't spend their time making
up nice little sayings about their
brethren. Words like, peace and
love have taken on evil connotations. Why is hate at a
premium when the world is
sinking into its deepest depths
of sin evil and corruption?
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Students Express Opinions
Concerning Communication
By JOHN DAVEY, Staff Writer
"Student apathy is one of the said this week.
reasons that there is a lack
The Tiger conducted a series
of communication at Clemson. of interviews this week to find
Junior Senator Julian Abbott out student views on cornBy DICK HARPOOTLIAN
Staff Writer
"Wet Dream" is truly the
The Fugs have done it again.
Their new album, "Tenderness Fugs' greatest work, which
Junction," nauseates the body should be an indication of the
and blows the mind in one fell quality of the rest of the album.
swoop. Not since Tom Edison The title of this song is all that
came out with his first recording needs to be said about it.
Saunders, Pine, and Weaver
of "Mary Had a Little Lamb"
has there been such a revolu- put their curly heads together
tionary work in the field of and the fruit of their creative
genius is an abortion—"War
sound recording.
Song." "War Song" contains
This phonographic master- such cute phrases as "Ho Chi
piece incorporates enough filth Minh is my rice paddy daddy"
and trash In its wax and wire and "Napalm jelly on my
memory to please every young belly." The horrors of war are
man and woman throughout seen in the lines: "The puke
this and every other nation in hangs out of the nose, shatthe world.
tered ganglia twitch out of the
dead man's spine, mouth
The first, "Turn On, Tune In, choked with worms. "War Song
Drop Out," is one of Timothy definitely provides the comic
Leary's greatest works. The relief so needed up to this point
banshee voices of Ken Weaver in the album.
and Ed Saunders blend together into a confluent conThe Fugs have really gone
far this time, almost too far.
glomeration that emerges as the
The musical adeptness of the
next best thing to Ex Lax.
group is not to be disputed—
merely laughed at. The Fugs'
Another of the Fugs' masvocal quality isn't fit to be
terpieces on this album is "Exercising the Evil Spirits from
laughed at—merely pitied.
the Pentagon, October 21,
1967." The Fugs reveal themThis record will appeal to intellectuals, pseudo-intellectuals,
selves as chanting, screaming
high priests who pray for the
long hairs, short hairs, and any
end of war.
other half-wits.

Circle K Works
For University
By BEAR BAKER
Staff Writer
At the same time, they plan
The Circle K and its high to erect a bulletin board on the
school affiliate, the Blue Key loggia to accommodate the
Club, are both sponsored by many signs posted there.
the Kiwanis International. Like
Some time next spring, they
the parent organization, the are going to undertake to plant
Circle K Club is geared to shrubbery in the planters which
group participation in Com- surround the new male dormimunity projects.
tories.
Last semester, the Clemson
Besides this, they plan to sell
University Circle K had two donuts and hold another car
service projects. They built and wash to raise more funds for
installed many of the litter bar- the club.
rels found around Clemson.
Circle K is not completely
They also helped the school devoid of social life. Several
to paint curbing.
dances have been sponsored
To raise money, they and there isanannualbanquet.
held a car wash and, unknown Besides what better use could
to many, lost money on the you have for litter barrels at
deal. President Mike Flynn the YMCA other than empty
drove one of the cars into a cans?
ditch.
This semester, the Circle
The Clemson Circle K will
K plans three more service pro- hold an open smoker from 7:30
jects. They are going to build to 9:00 for all interested permore trash barrels. These are to sons on February 6 at the
be placed in the YMCA recre- YMCA. If you are seriously ination area at Lake Hartwell. terested in helping to serve your
The Circle K plans to community we invite you to,
sponsor a clean up week.
attend.

Gamma Alpha Mu
Offers $50 Award
Your historical feature story
could be worth $50.
For the fourth consecutive
year The Tiger in cooperation
with Gamma Alpha Mu, honor
English fraternity for writers,
will sponsor the Henry T.Malone-Gamma Alpha Mu Award.
The award is made to the Clemson undergraduate who writes
the best feature story on
campus, community, or state
history to appear in The Tiger before March 8, 1968.
Features must be original
compositions involving research. The story must be approximately 800 words long.
Stories submitted must be typewritten. The final decision concerning suitability for publication will be made by The Tiger Managing Editor.

All features published in The
Tiger of sufficient length will
be considered for the award
whether or not the author requests it. Features appearing
after March 8 will be considered for the award in the following school year. The award
will be presented at Honors and
Awards Day exercises and the
name of the winner will be engraved on a permanent plaque
kept in The Tiger Lounge.
Features are judged by a representative from each of the following departments at Clemson: Office of Development, History, and English. The representative from the Office of
Development will serve ,.as
chairman of the committee.

Circle K Boys At Work

munications. Different student
leaders were asked to give
their opinions of the student's
feelings towards communication.
"If students have a problem
or a complaint," Abbott said,
"they tend to keep it to themselves. They'll go back to their
room and complain to their
roommate, but they don't seem
to be able to go out and speak
to the administrators."
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LOCO PAeEMTtS
" I don't know who is to blame
for this fear, but it does exist.
It is wrong, and something
should be done to end it."

Miss Violette stated that
there was a need for regular
communication between students and administration.
"However," she said, "there
should be new blood in these
meetings. Some student leaders
have to see the administration
everyday as partoftheirduties.
Abbott mentioned that many They are tired and the adminstudents aren't interested in istration is tired of them at the
communications. " There seems end of a busy week.
to be a small group of students,
only a few hundred, who are
"There are many students
actually interested in student- who have good ideas and are
university affairs. The rest willing to work. These are the
don't seem to care.
people who should speak with
"One of the best ideas for the administration. A small
student-administration com- group of students can't do
munication was the YMCAhall everything."
forums," Abbott said. "There
the students had the adminisRandy Hoag, Cadet Colonel
trators on their own ground of the Army ROTC, stated that
and were able to question and many students experience difcomplain. Many students have ficulty seeing some administracommented on the effectiveness tors. "I feel that this is partly beof these forums."
cause there are so many things
Bruce Kavan, the president that are under one man's jurof the YMCA Cabinet, stated isdiction. There are many mithat student responses had been nor things that could be handfavorable to the hall forums. led by a secretary, leaving more
time for the administration to
"The YMCA sponsored the see the students.
hall forums to Increase student"There have been times,"
administration awareness," he Hoag said, "when I have not
said. "The people who partici- been pleased with answers I repatecf in these forums were hon- ceived from the administration.
est and frank with the speakers. The main answer seems to be,
This could be the first step 'We don't know now, let us
in establishing regular commu- find out and we'll let you know
nication between the students later.' After that, there Is no
and the administration.
later. The whole matter is drop"The hall forums made the ped."
students realize that the administrators are there and that they
Hoag stated that there was a
are willing to listen to student need for regular student-adminideas. The forums also made istration meetings. "If there was
the administration realize that a way that the administrators
everything can't be taken for could set aside an afternoon or
granted—that the students do evening when the students could
have questions."
come and talk, then there might
When asked about evasive not be so much misunderanswers, Kavan said, "Well, standing."
there have been times when I
haven't been entirely satisfied
Hoag summed up his ideas
with an answer. However, by saying, "I don't believe that
sometimes a little persistence the administration is out to get
will result in a true answer." anyone^ They are not out to
cramp anyone's style. As soon
Dolores Violette, chairman of as the students show that they
the Woman's. Residence Court, are able to handle more restated that many students feel sponsibility, then they will get
reluctant to speak to adminis- it.
trators. *f feel that with many
students' there is almost a fear
"However, as long as there
of the administration, she said." are a few misfits who insist
There is the feeling that the less on setting fires or acting comthe
administration knows pletely immature, then the maabout the student, the better. jority will have to suffer."

A PATE^H\TY SUIT

Did'ja Ever See?
Did' ja Ever See? (Above)
will be a weekly feature in The
Tiger unless McNeight gets
lazy. Readers are invited to

give us suggestions of any horrifying cliche they would like
to see in a future cartoon, for
which said reader will receive
a gift—like a pat on the head
or an encouraging word. Or
maybe even the horns of a
dilemma.

Our Thanks To You
With A
Friday, Saturday and Sunday Special

"Free REGULAR Drink With Any Purchase"
f4f«DBflG
Chicken Tray ..
Large Buckets
Small Buckets _ ..
Apple Turnovers .. ..
Hot Dogs .. ..
Shrimp Dinner

$ .79
3.95
1.89
.. .20
.25
.89

IMBi

FOUNTAIN

With French Fries, Rolls, Slaw

Fish Sandwich

Cheeseburger Plate
Chilicheeseburger Plate
Double Hamburger
Hamburger
Double Cheeseburger
Cheeseburger
Barbecue

40
Coca Cola

Milk Shakes

Sprite

Vanilla and Chocolate

Fanta Orange

Large .35 Small .25

Large .20 Small .10

Milk, Tea, Coffee .10

$ .79
79
40
20
50
25
40

(Come see our new color television)

THE FEED BAG
Weekdays 10 AM To 12 Midnight
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Refugee Depicts Conditions
Of Fidel Castro's Regime
By RANDAL ASHLEY
Staff Writer
"It is hard for people in the
United States to understand the
situation in Cuba." The smile
left the face of Dr. Osvaldo A.
Mier as he spoke these words.
Dr. Mier was interviewed just
after the Thanksgiving holidays in the office of Dr. G.
J. Fernandez, his cousin. Dr.
Mier has been here at Clemson
visiting the Fernandezes since
Thanksgiving. Dr. Fernandez,
a member of the Modern Languages Department, translated
any questions that Dr. Mier
did not understand, but Dr.
Mier attempted to answer all
questions in English.
The compact figure of Dr.
Mier sat erect with his hands
folded on the desk. His face
showed his deep concentration
as he responded to questions about his departure from Cuba.
Dr. Mier arrived in Miami,
Florida, in October, 1967. He
came to this country via the
airlift agreement between the
United
States and Cuba
through the Swiss embassy in
Havana. This agreement was
established in 1965.
Castro had announced in
1964 that people could leave
the country, but the Cuban government closed the ports after
hundreds of Cubans from the
United States went to rescue
their families. The airlift agreement which followed has
proven successful, according to
Dr. Mier.
DR. MIER stated that there
is a great deal of red tape,
which he termed "typical communism," involved in getting
permission to leave the country.
In applying for permission to
leave Cuba, Dr. Mier had to
present an inventory of all his
property. This is standard
practice. The Cuban government takes possession of all
the property of the persons who
leave the country. Another requirement for permission to
leave Cuba is a report from
Vigilance Committees.

These Vigilance Committees,
or Defense Committees of the
Revolution as they are sometimes called, are groups that
occupy "every street of every
block in the city." These committees report all activities on
their street to the government
"When I applied in 1965 for
permission to leave Cuba, I
was immediately fired from my
post at the Central University
of Las Villas," Dr. Mier said.
Dr. Mier served at this university as dean of the Faculty of
Sciences. A holder of one doctoral degree in education and
another in physics and mathematics, he was a professor of
mathematical analysis in the
School of Agriculture and
Chemistry at the same university.
"Since it is impossible to get
another job after being fired,
I was without a job for two
years until I left Cuba, " Dr.
Mier continued. He stated that
a person has to get clearance
from the government before he
can get a job.
Someone that has applied
to leave the country and has
been fired is considered a
"counter revolutionary" and
cannot get the necessary
government clearance. Dr. Mier
said that a person who has no
job often helps another person
with his work in return for a
small portion of his pay. This
practice, however, must be carried out in secret.
DR. MIER stated that "there
are approximately one million
people in Cuba waiting to leave
the country." There are two
flights a day, five days a week
in the airlift agreement. These
flights bring around two hundred Cubans a day into the
United States. Older people, the
middle-aged, and the very
young are allowed to leave;
those of military age must stay
and serve in the army.
Dr. Mier stated that Castro

— HOLLY HILL INN —

has formed youth groups such
as the Pioneers and the Young
Communists for support of his
government. University students "are often expelled because they are not communists." The members of the
communist groups are urged
to harass non-members so that
they will drop out of school.
The communist groups are in
control of the universities to
the extent that professors cannot control their classes. Dr.
Mier cited an instance when one
of his students was tried and
expelled from school two
months before his graduation
because he spoke English and
listened to American records at
home.
Despite these youth groups,
Castro is losing support according to Dr. Mier. He stated
that only about fifteen to twenty
per cent of the people support
Castro. Government control of
business and collectivization of
agriculture "has killed the incentive of the individual." Dr.
Mier said economic conditions
are worse than ever before.
Castro "fights in the dark" against the United States in his
speeches, but the people "see
and feel the hunger and
starving" around them, and
they want to leave.
"The firing squads have not
been disbanded in Cuba," Dr.
Mier said. He named two types
of political prisoners in Cuba.
One type presents no real threat
to Castro; they are usually sentenced to five to thirty years
in prison. The other type consists of members of the underground or people whom Castro fears; these are usually shot
Dr. Mier plans to begin
teaching again here in the
United States. "I realize my
language is a handicap, but
I am doing an intensive study
of English and should be ready
for the fall semester," he said.
Dr. Mier has audited some
classes here at Clemson as a
part of the intensive study of
English.
The interview ended with a
handshake as Dr. Mier said
with a broad smile, " I am very
h'appy to be in the United States
and here at Clemson."
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Life Outside
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Not all students live in the dormitories, and those who move out like it that
way. Just think— parties, more privacy, parties, refrigerators for the drinks,
parties, convenient bathrooms, and yes, more parties. The prefabs (above)
may not be pretty (and they aren't) and may not be very roomy, but for
$30 a month, who is going to complain? An off-campus student relaxes (left)
and note the grin: parties, women and more parties. And not all off-campus
housing is bleak and bare—note the homey atmosphere below! Good place for
a party!

More Privacy

C.U. Students Enjoy
Off-Campus Living
By DICK HARPOOTLIAN
Staff Writer
Out of approximately 6000
Clemson students only 4000
live in dormitory housing.
The rest of the students live
in abodes that range from University owned prefabs to private homes.
The 139 prefabs on campus
were built in 1946. This
housing is open to Clemson
married students and at the
moment, all units are rented.
The prefab is an army issue
and has two bedrooms, a living
room, kitchen, oil space heater.
The tenant pays $30 a month
plus electricity.
David Strickland who lives in
a prefab with his wife, said, "I
am extremely satisfied with this
housing." Strickland also expressed the view that, "Ibelieve
that as a whole most of the
married students living in prefabs are satisfied with the
housing." Strickland said that
he had seen married housing at
other campuses and "I haven't
seen any other housing of this
caliber at this price."
Other on campus married student housing consists of the
Littlejohns and the East Campus Housing.
There are fifty Littlejohns,
which are brick duplexes that
rent unfurnished for $45 a
month.
There are 100 of the East
Campus Housing units, which
are equipped with stove and
refrigerator, and rent for $60
a month.
Rob Matthew lives in a rented house with four other boys.
He said that he "loves it." He
explained his reasons for living off campus were, "It's
cheaper for both food and housing and it gives me more privacy.^ Matthew continued,
"You can be alone without
being intruded upon and yet
you can get companionship
when you want it. You can live
as a human being with your
own accords and mores and not
be ruled by the impractical and
irresponsible rules for dormi-

tory living. "Matthew commented on the quiet and solitude he could get in off campus housing that he couldn't
get in a dormitory. Responsibility to only civil law which
allows the off campus student
to have freedom with likker
also was a point mentioned
by Matthew.
The University Apartments
cost 110 dollars a month and
are furnished. Jim Kinard lives
with three other Clemson students in one of the apartments.
He said that, "the cost for each
of us is about the same as
the cost of living in one of the
new dorms."

George Wallace Is Threat
To GOP In S.C. — Beach
By DON HANDY
Staff Writer
Young Republicans President
Harris Beach said Tuesday
night at a meeting of that club
that "George Wallace is the biggest threat to the Republican
Party in South Carolina."
"It's going to be pretty hard
for the Republican Party in
south Carolina because of Wallace and his sloppy little
group," Beach continued.
One of this year's Young Republican goals is to try to offset Wallace, Beach continued.
Other goals mentioned in the
meeting are having Young Republicans run for student body
offices in the upcoming election and to sponsor prominent
political speakers at Clemson,'
Speaker possibilities discussed were Gov. Claude Kirk
of Florida, U. S. Sen. Strom
Thurmond, U. S. Sen. John
Tower of Texas, and U. S. Rep.
Albert Watson.

Mark O. Hatfield of Oregon
called on the Young Republicans for an analysis of student apathy in political affairs,
and stressed the importance of
strengthening the Republican
Party on campus.

Professional Careers in Cartography
CIVILIAN EMPLOYMENT with the U. S. AIR FORCE
CREATING AEROSPACE PRODUCTS
Must have completed requirements for Bachelor's Degree including 5 hours college math. The required math must include at least
2 of the following: college algebra, trigonometry, analytic geometry, differential calculus, integral calculus, or any course for
which any of these Is a prerequisite. Equivalent experience
acceptable. Training program. Openings for men and women.
Application and further information forwarded on request.
WRITE: College Relations (ACPCR)
Hq Aeronautical Chart & Information Center,
8900 S. Broadway, St. Louis, Missouri 63125
An equal opportunity employer

Valentine Cards And Candy
Register for Free
Polaroid Swinger —
with purchase of
heart-shaped box
(one pound or more).

An open letter fromU. S. Sen.

MAC'S DRIVE-IN
Burgers
Barbecues
Dinners to Go
Served in a Jiffy
Pendleton Road

(If you flunk, at least you'll be awake.)
Sure you've used NoDoz to help you
stay awake the night before an exam.
But have you ever thought of taking
NoDoz to make yourself a little sharper
during the exam itself?
Well, maybe you should.
Let's say you're one of those guys
who doesn't have to cram like mad the
night before. (Even so, you're probably
not getting your usual amount of sleep.)
And let's say the morning^ the big
exam, you find yourself heading for
class, kind of drowsy and unwound
and wondering if The Great Brain has
deserted you in the night.
What do you do?
You panic, that's what you do.
Or, if you happened to read this ad,
you walk coolly over to the water cooler
and wash down a couple of NoDoz, the
V

Exam Pill. And before long you're feeling more alert and with it again.
You see, NoDoz helps bring you up
to your usual level of alertness, so you
don't just sit there in a fog; it's got what
it takes to help restore your perception,
your recall, and even your ability to
solve problems.
In fact, NoDoz contains the strongest
stimulant for your mind that you can
take without a prescription. Yet it's not
habit forming.
Okay, but what about the guy who
goofs off all term and has to jam everything in the night before.
Are we saying NoDoz will keep him
from flaming out?
Nope.
We're just saying
he'll be alert and awake.
As he flunks.

Clemson
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L. C. Martin Drug Co.
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Stanford Moves Toward
Academic Independence
PALO ALTO, CALIF.-(I.P.)
"Undergraduate education at
Stanford University should
move from a single monolithic
set of course requirements to
offer students more opportunities for independent honors
work and more experimental
programs.
"Selected students should
have the option of designing
their own educational program
under faculty supervision, free
of all requirements, and in time
this opportunity might be extended to all undergraduates."
These recommendations were
advanced recently in a position paper published by the
Steering Committee for the Study of Education at Stanford,
which invited criticism and
comment from the entire University community.
The nine-man committee,
which includes six faculty and
three students, declared that:
"For too long, colleges and universities have sought a master
plan which would accommodate every student. "Themonolithic requirements at Stanford,
as at most other institutions,
have operated on the assumption that some prescribed
dosage is good for everyone
or, even worse, harmful to no
one. In a society that cherishes
individual differences...such a
new laws. The Narcotics regimen seems woefully shortBureau agents, for example, sighted."
are in fact concerned mainly
The committee proposed a
with the large-scale drug traffic
rather than with campus trans- three-fold approach to underactions, and new, tough laws graduate education:
would be forthcoming from this (1) a modified and simplified
program of general stuelection-year Congress whether
dies, suited for "perhaps
LBJ asked for them or not.
a majority" of students;
What really counts is that
Johnson has issued a new bat- (2) a selective university honors program, emphasizing
tle-cry in the holy war against
independent study; and
drug-users. He's said, in effect, "Go ahead and clean em (3) an experimental program
for a randomly chosen
out, boys, and come back with
group of student volunthat coon-skin on the wall!"
teers, where innovations
Narcotics officials, who must
could be tested on a small
have felt mildly betrayed when
scale.
HEW Secretary John Gardner
suggested that marijuana laws
should be less severe than at
present, now have all the backThe committee suggested
ing they need.
three broad aims for underLest anyone suppose that graduate education:
LBJ's move against drugs is (1) "to develop the means and
motivated by a desire to get
motivation for continued
at the traffic in the really harmlearning as a life-long
ful drugs, like heroin and coenterprise;
caine, the Narcotics Bureau it- (2) "to promote intellectual
self admits that use of these
honesty and rigor; and
drugs is not appreciably rising. (3) "to enhance the capacity
It is marijuana that has really
to relate knowledge to
boomed in the past few years.
personal awareness and
What LBJ is after, then, is
double values."
not so much the drug traffic
In its positionpaper, the comas votes. He knows that along mittee recommended a "greatly
with a rising public fear of simplified" pattern of course
"crime in the streets" there is requirements
for general
sentiment against drugs and studies. "A shift in emphasis,"
the culture that goes with them the committee said, "can be
(read "hippies, draft - card achieved without drastic overburners and love - ins").
night changes that might prove
It is no secret that public disruptive for present students
revulsion along these lines ex- and to the institution as a
ists, and has for some time. whole."
The grim part about the State
of the Union reference to drugs,
however, as well as its reference
to crime in the streets, is that
Basic university-wide underit suggests LBJ is willing to
stir up the latent vindictive- graduate requirements should
ness in the public at large in be limited to written communiorder to get himself back into cation and the study of the past,
with individual academic deoffice.
For the short-run, the State of partments retaining some latithe Union's mention of drugs tude to specify further prereprobably signals little more quisites for students majoring
than the start of a new cam- in their fields.
It suggested that "a much
paign against drug-users on
campus. The campaign can be broader set of options" should
expected to begin soon, and it be available than the present
can be expected to put previous History of Western Civilization
course now required of all freshefforts in the shadows.
men.

Tom Wilson, MGM's host of "The Music Factory," runs over music list with guests.
(Left to right) Mort Nasatir, president of MGM Records, and the Cowsills — Barry,
Bob, John, Bill and Wilson. The boys were on hand to help kick off the record company's nationally syndicated radio program heard weekly over WSBF at 7:00 Monday.

Marijuana

Controls Getting Tighter
WASHINGTON (CPS)— At
five in the morning onJanuary
17, about 200 police swarmed
onto the campus of the State
University Center at Stony
Brook, New York.
Following diagrams that had
been printed up beforehand the
cops went into dorm after dorm
making arrests. When they were
done they had 34 people, most
of them students at the Center,
to be taken off to jail, and the
reporters, who had been notified beforehand about the raid,
had another big story about
drugs and degeneracy on college campuses.
When they went into the
dorms the police knew who they
were after, because they had
a list—a list compiled from the
records of "two or three "agents
who spent a good part of the
fall persuading students to'
sell them drugs. The police didn't get all the people named
on the list, but they did get
some extras, people who happened to be in a room with
someone who was on the list.
There is good reason to believe that the police brought
some marijuana, hashish and
other drugs with them in order
to come out with a lot of incriminating evidence. (In any
case, they made a shambles of
several rooms looking for real
evidence). There's even better
reason to believe they didn't
get those who had most to do

By RICHARD ANTHONY
Collegiate Press Service
with bringing drugs on campus.
"They didn't catch the big
pushers," said Rolf Fuessler,
editor of the Stony Brook student paper. "They got some
kids who just liked to use the
stuff, and who made the mistake of selling to someone they
didn't know."
To stem the rising tide of official mistreatment of basically
innocent drug-users, such as
those at Stony Brook, it would
be necessary for a high-placed
politician to take a strong stand
against it. President Lyndon
Johnson is not that politician,
as he made abundantly clear
in his State of the Union address.
"I will ask," he said, "more
vigorous enforcement of all our
drug laws by increasing the
number of Federal drug and
narcotics control officials by
more than 30 per cent. It is
time to stop the sale of slavery
to the young."
He also said he was going to
add "immediately" 100 new Asistant U. S. Attorneys to help
speed up the handling of drug
cases in the courts. And then
he called for new laws to "provide stricter penalties for fhose.
who traffic in LSD and other
dangerous drugs with our people."
The significance of the President's new "Get-tough-withdegeneracy" stance is not in the
increase of federal agents nor
in the fact that he is seeking
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Good writing should be the
central concern of at least one
course chosen by each undergraduate and "close criticism
of his writing and opportunity
to rewrite (should be) available throughout his university
work."
The paper suggested students
should "study in depth" at least
one discipline in each of three
broad areas of learning: science and technology, social science, and the humanities. Instead of confining these to introductory or survey courses,
"the student might be free to
choose courses at any level
which suit his interest and background. "
It proposed dropping both
mathematics and foreign language as uniform distri-

butional requirements, noting
that these might still be required
by individual departments,
where relevant, and for study
of the University's overseas
campuses.

Cookbook
Commenting on new course
opportunities, the committee
said, "the need for more meaningful offerings in science
and technology for the nonscientist looms large...Lecturedemonstrations, supplemented
by discussion sections, may
have greater value to the generalist than laboratory courses,
which tend to become perfunctory cook-book performances."
Problem-centered
courses,
cutting across different academic disciplines, also need
to be designed, the paper said,
citing urban affairs as a "conspicuous example."
Professors In the University's
graduate and professional
schools "should be encouraged
to offer courses that relate their
specialized knowledge to general concerns," the committee
suggested. These have been offered on a limited basis for
the past two years in freshman
seminars and so-called "undergraduate special" courses.

More Time
More senior faculty time now
devoted to undergraduate education should be shifted toward
the freshman year, with more
self-directed, independent study
in later years. Teaching assistants could serve in tutorial
capacities for upperclassmen,
as well as helping with beginning courses.
"A basic reallocation of resources is in order if we expect self-generated intellectual
growth to replace the disenchantment which is all too common among freshmen today,"
the committee said.
Turning to the honors program, the committee suggested
that students chosen on the
basis of "exceptional promise"
should be "given the option
of designing their entire undergraduate program free of all
formal requirements. Students
would be expected to submit

a paper outlining their proposed course of study, justifying its design, and defining
the goals toward which it is
intended to lead" for approval
by a faculty committee.
These students selected would
not be required to meet general studies requirements, follow conventional majors, or
take four years to obtain their
degree.

Honors
A modified version of this
"university honors" program,
including self-design, should
eventually be offered all students as an alternative to the
standard curriculum.
"Over time, the distinction between our proposed standard
curriculum and the self-design
option might be eliminated, so
that all students under proper
guidance would experience the
benefits of taking principal responsibility for planning their
own programs,"the committee
noted.

Themes
Among the
innovations
which might be tested in an experimental college would be
a freshman year organized around a single theme, a series
of intensive courses, where students would examine a single
subject for several weeks, and
a variety of courses synthesizing: develoDments in mnthpmatics, natural science, social
science and technology for the
non-specialist in these fields.
"The Experimental College
should have a small, full-time
faculty of its own, preferably
drawn from volunteers among
the regular faculty who would
be relieved of other duties for
this purpose," the committee
said.
The committee also suggested
that all academic departments
should be encouraged to adjust all principal courses to
a five-unit level. This would
reduce the standard student
load to three courses, "permitting penetration to a depth not
now possible when students enroll in four or five courses
simultaneously."

Westminster Fellowship
Discusses Nonconformity
By MARION THOMPSON
Staff Writer
The problems of conformity
and nonconformity were analyzed in a Westminster Fellowship discussion on "Student
Pressures" Sunday night.
Harry Tinsley expressed the
opinion that "society applies a
great deal of pressure for a
person to conform to the general trend. Often conformity is
expressed through a lack of
concern or a feeling of indifference. "
From an economic standpoint, Nick Adams stated that
he felt some degree of close
conformity was
a must.
"Though complete conformity
is bad," he said, "our technical, mass production oriented
society demands some conformity."
The students agree that a
person's individuality was especially related to his conformity. Eulalie Seel added that
she felt that "being yourself
is the most typical nonconformity."
Dudley Raynal stated that
"the wild dress and habits of
some individuals represent the
need to stand out for a cause."
He said that many people
classified as "hippies" were
truly dedicated to achieving
progress in society. "Unfortunately," he added, "too
often we hear only of the
bad side of the nonconformist."
Don Lindsey concluded that
"everyone is a mixture of the
conformist and the nonconformist, and each individual must
let his own personality be the
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guide to follow."
The discussion on "Student
Pressures" will be continued
Jan. 28, at the Fort Hill Presbyterian Church.
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N. Y. Coeds Begin
Abortion Program
NEW YORK (CPS)—College
girls in the New York area
have been pooling their money
to help pay for abortions, according to four co-eds.
The four girls told a news
conference Thursday that the
"slush funds" were gathered on
an informal basis, usually by
friends of the girls involved.
Deborah Levy of Queens College said it is often difficult
to get the money together. She
explained that some contributions come from clubs, sororities, and other groups such as
Students for a Democratic Society (SDS).
The news conference was organized by William Baird,

director of the Parents Aid Society, an advocate of birth control and abortions. Baird has
been arrested three times for
distributing birth control information in New York, New
Jersey, and Massachusetts. He
said that "slush funds" such as
the one the four girls described
are flourishing on college campuses and that a "multi-million dollar network" exists
to help girls needing abortions.
Joan Normandy of Nassau
Community College made a
plea for legalization fo abortions so that girls would not
have to "go to doctors for illegal operations which cost
ithem $500 or $1000."

CLASSIFIED ADS
To place a classified ad
phone TIGER office, Ext. 274
or stop in at the office from
5-7 Mon. or Tues.
Rtes are $.15/line (25 letters/line), minimum of 3 lines.
$.10 extra/line for bold print
1st line.
No advertiser may cite alcoholic beverages or tobacco.
Lost: Female Beagle. Reward
for information or return. No
questions. 654-3251,
Saleslady: Full time employ-

ment. Swirl Boutique, Clemson^ Shopping Center. Apply
at store or call collect. S.
Reese. 859-4081.
Make an appointment now for
your Valentine gift portrait,
8x10 painted, ^13.50. Bashnan
Studio, downtown Clemson.
654-5883.
Used Car: '66 Chevelle. SS
396. In warranty. Power
steering, 4 speed, Positraction,
radial tires, other extras,
$2200. 226-9652.
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Campus News

Student Financial Aid Deadline Nears
The Student Financial Aid
Office announces the following
cutoff dates for receipt of student aid applications for the
1968-69 academic year: scholarships-Mar. 1; loans, grantsJune 1.
Information, application'
blanks, etc., may be obtained
in Room 24, Tillman Hall.
ARMY ROTC
Those students who are not
currently in the basic military
program and wish to enroll in
the advanced program in August 1968, should contact the
MS II committee prior to Jan.
31.
PEACE CORPS TEST
The placement test for Peace
Corps applicants will be given
on Saturday, Feb. 17, at 1:30
p.m. in Room 220, Main Post
Office, 600 West Washington
Street, Greenville. For further
information students should
write: Peace Corps, Washington, D. C. 20525.
NEWMAN STUDENT
ASSOCIATION

and production.
Advance registration fee is
$20. Applications should be
mailed to: Prof. Robert A. Banister, Coordinator, Office of Industrial and Municipal Relations, College of Engineering,
Clemson University, Clemson,
S. C. 29631.
ART EXHIBIT
"Rejective Art," an exhibition
of sculpture, paintings, and
drawings depicting a new type
of art, is on display in the Rudolph Lee Gallery through Feb.
9.
The display includes pieces
by most of the major artists
working in the field of rejective
art and is currently touring the
United States under the auspices of the American Federation of Arts.

Baumgardner, state president,
and Mrs. Dorothy Yaghjian,
state organizational chairman,
will address the meeting.
WESTMINSTER
FELLOWSHIP
The Westminster Fellowship
will meet on Sunday, Jan. 28,
at 7 p.m. at the Fort Hill Presbyterian Church. Topic for discussion will be "Student Pressures." All interested students,
faculty, and staff are invited.

RADIO CLUB
The Amateur Radio Club will
meet on Monday; Jan. 28, at 7
p.m. in the basement of the MS
Building. An election will be
held, so all members are urged
to attend. Anyone else interested
in^ amateur radio is also invited to attend.
VETERINARY TEST
The annual Veterinary Medical Aptitude Test, required of

"Education President" Cuts
Educational Expenditures
By WALTER GRANT
Collegiate Press Service

WOMEN VOTERS

WASHINGTON (CPS) A provisional chapter of the Lyndon Johnson, who someLeague of Women Voters will be times says he wants to be reorganized in the Clemson area membered as the "education
on Tuesday, Jan. 30, at 8 p. President," made only passing
m. in the meeting room of the mention of education in his anFort Hill Savings and Loan nual State of the Union MesAssociation. Mrs. Shearerd

Most education officials could
find little reason for optimism
from what he said. The speech
indicated that the Administration and Congress will be preoccupied this year with the Vietnam war and the rising crime
rate at home-

The Newman Student Association will sponsor a series of
lectures on " The Church in Revolution". This series will concentrate on the changes caused
by the recent Vatican Council.
The first meeting, on Jan. 31,
will feature a lecture by Dr. J.
V. Reel of the history department. Dr. Reel will speak on the
historical background of the
church councils. The public is
invited to attend.

Planning for the spring semester includes a counseling session with Dr. Samuel
M. Willis, director of Clemson University at Sumler. Dr. Willis and Linda discuss
her schedule of courses. (Clemson Newsphoto)

January Clearance Now in Progress
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Sumter Student
Maintains All A9s
SUMTER,
S. C.-Linda
Faye Rominger, a sixteen year
old freshman at Clemson's
Sumter Extension, completed
last semester with a straight A
average. Linda entered CUS
after finishing only two years
at Edmunds High School.

MEN'S
HAIR PIECES
Hair Styling)
(Razor Cutting)
FULL AND PARTIALS
100% HUMAN HAIR

JAMES'
BARBER SHOP
In Front of Dan's

In his only significant statement about higher education,
the President said, "I shall recommend an Education Opportunity Act to step up our drive
to break down financial barriers separating our young people from college."
Despite this promise, education officials do not expect
new student financial aid programs. The President's statement, most educators think, is
significant only to the extent
that it may indicate recognition
by thejAdministration that student aid programs need to be
vastly expanded.
."I would presume that any
new teaeral effort aimed at providing equal educational opportunity for all citizens will
build upon the present student
financial aid structure," an official in the Office of Education
said. "The President's statement
merely indicates that the goals
have been established, and we
are going to make moves in
the direction of assuring students will not be denied educational opportunities."
But education officials still
are not optimistic that the Administration will propose significant budgetary increases in
the student financial aid programs. They cite two reasons
to support their pessimistic attitude:

ASME MEETING
There will be a meeting of the
Society of American Military
Engineers Wednesday, Jan. 31
at 6:30 p.m. Mr. S. R. Unkles,
regional manager of IngersollRand, will speak on "Economy
in Engineering."
COMPUTER SEMINAR
A seminar on the engineering
applications of digital computing will be held on Friday, Jan. 26, beginning at 9:20
a. m., in Earle Hall. Special
emphasis will be placed on topics concerning research, design,

all applicants to schools of veterinary medicine, will be administered on Saturday, Feb.
17, at 8:15 a.m. at the Registrar's office.
Students wishing to take the
test are urged to secure the
necessary application form
prior to Thursday, Feb. 1, in
Room 219 of the P&A Building. Students having further
questions should talk with Professor Godley in Room 213 of
the P&A Building.

Linda took three years of
high school courses in her two
years at Edmunds. She then
had the required 12 high school
units to apply for admission to
Clemson.
Linda took the Scholastic Aptitude Test and made over
1100. This score, coupled with
her all "A" average in high
school, permitted her to enter
Clemson University Sumter
Extension.
Linda says that she does not
have any favorite subjects nor
any strict study habits.
"I
more or less study what I'm
interested in, and sometimes
this gets me into trouble," she
says. "I study when I feel it's
necessary, not for the pleasure
of studying, but for the pleasure
of learning."
Linda, a pre-medicine major,
says she finds the college world
completely different from high
school and had trouble adjusting to college.
Linda has numerous hobbies
and interest and doesn't want
anyone to think she is a
"'Brain' living in seclusion."

—The Administration is proposing that the entire federal
budget be increased by only
$10.4 million, a smaller increase than in the two previous
budgets. And virtually all of
the increase already has been
attributed to either defense costs
or mandatory increases under
the law, such as higher interest
payments. Furthermore, President Johnson is going to have
a tough time getting any budget increases approved by Congress.
—In the current fiscal year,
student financial aid programs
need far more federal support.
The big problem this year, one
education official said, was that
President Johnson's budget requests for student aid programs
were far below the amount authorized by law.
For example, Congress authorized $200 million for the
college work-study program,
but the President asked for only
$139.9 million, and Congress
appropriated that amount. And
after the President ordered an
across-the-board reduction in
federal spending, the program
was left with only $134.3 million.
Educators realize the Administration has severe budget
problems in all areas, and the
figures for Fiscal 1968, therefore, should not be interpreted
as meaning President Johnson
does not appreciate the need for
increased support to student
aid programs.
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Marion E. Mann, Jr., of Clemson University's Army ROTC Instructor Group, is
the center of attention as his wife, Allena, and Col. Melvin C. Brown, head of Clemson's department of military science, make Mann's promotion to major official with
the pinning on of geld oak leaves. Maj. Mann, assistant professor of military science
at Clemson, joined the ROTC staff last September after completing the Infantry Officer's Career Course at Fort Benning, Ga. Prior to this, Maj. Mann was assigned to
the Military Advisory Command in Vietnam. The Manns are natives of Atlanta.
(Clemson Newsphoto)

Student Senate Reevaluates
Residence Hall Regulations
By DALE WITTSCHEN
Staff Writer
The Student Senate is currently engaged in a revaluation of the Student Regulations.
Each committee has a separate
section to revise and update.
Alston Gore, Chairman of
the Traffic and Grounds Committee which is working on residence hall regulations, felt that
"regulations should be stated
in such terms as to clarify to
the Clemsonstudentwhatmaximum penalties they would be
subject to "for any specific violation."
The. committees hope to provide an easily accessible guide
of the maximum penalties and/
or fines for any given offense ■
which will be uniform in all

If you must burn,
burn carefully...
burn legally.

cases. These penalties would
not be mandatory punishment,
but would rather be the most
severe punishment possible in
most cases. Extenuating circumstances may. warrant
stricter penalties.
The increasing order of severity is as follows: 1) fines, 2)
written reprimands, 3 )»denial of
privileges, 4) room restriction,
5) probation, 6) suspension,
and 7) dismissal.
Some of the possible changes
in the Student Regulations are
to be brought before the Student Senate on Monday night
are as follows:
Receiving two consecutive
"poors" or accumulating three
"poors" in room inspections
may constitute a $10.00 fine.
Receiving four"poors"at any
time could mean denial of privileges and report on permanent record.
Unauthorized room changes
may have the penalty of a

Plan trash or debris
burning for late afternoon when burning conditions are usually best.
Winds are down, temperature's down, humidity's
up! Burn carefully—and
legally—if you must burn
at all!

^
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CURRENT UTILIZATIONS INCLUDE AIRCRAFT, MISSILES, SPACE VEHICLES, MARINE AND INDUSTRIAL APPLICATIONS.

TAPE RECORDER
The world's largest selling compact cassette tape recorder. Just snap in a cassette, flick the switch and
record/playback up to 1% hours per cassette. Professionally engineered, fully transistorized. Dynamic microphone with start/stop switch attached or held separately.
80-10,000 cps. Fitted carrying case. Has capstan drive
and constant speed motor.
Patch cord. 3 lbs. Goes anywhere!

Price - $64.95
(Pre-Recorded Cartridges Also
Available)

Skelton's Home and Auto Center
114 College Avenue

Clemson, S. C.

PARENTS
Let The Tiger Cue You In On
What9s Happening at Clemson!
Only Two Bucks 2nd Semester!

Appointments should be made
in advance through your
College Placement Office

u
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201 College Ave.
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ED AIR
DIVISION OF UNITED
AIRCRAFT CORP.
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'Sergeant Ryker'

CAMPUS INTERVIEWS

Pratt &
Whitney
Aircraft

$25.00 fine.
Articles being sold and subscriptions solicited without approval in residence halls may
mean denial of privileges.
Persons having unauthorized
pets in residence halls: persons
on roofs and ledges of dormitories may have a penalty of
a room restriction.
Gambling; removing or destroying materials on designated display areas constitutes a
probation.
Tampering with fire fighting
equipment may result in suspension.
Possessing or using firearms;
fireworks, or explosives could
result in dismissal.
The feeling of the administration concerning the present
force of disturbance notices will
be replaced by resident vio-i
lations, "which doesn't limit offenses just to disturbances but
broadens the area for disciplinary actions."
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Under New Management
SPECIAL EVERY WED. AND THURS.
1/4 FRIED CHICKEN
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